
Poetry 

Poetry Notes & TPCAST 
 

Understanding the Content of Poetry 
 

1. Check the Title 
- for key words, ideas, suggestions, or images 
- Titles   - clearly indicate subject matter 

- foreshadow ideas 
- present background information 
- indicate an intended audience 

 

2. Define Unfamiliar Words 
- look up words in the dictionary 
- (500 most commonly used English words have over 14, 000 meanings) 
- Primary and secondary definitions may not be the ones the poet intended 

 

3. Paraphrasing Difficult Lines 
- paraphrase: to put the poet’s language into your own words 
- paraphrasing gives insight into the literal and figurative meaning 
- note:  - uncommon sentence structures 

- gain emphasis 
- organize ideas 
- develop a poet’s style 

 

4. Read with the Punctuation 
- do not read the line only 
- punctuation determines where and when the idea ends 

 

Understanding the Poet’s Purpose 
 

1. CONTEXT:  information that surrounds the passage 
- ask the question:  What is the… 
- background? 
- the plot? 
- the situation? 
 

2. TONE:  the poet’s or speaker’s attitude toward the subject or audience 
- determined by… 
- words 
- phrases 
- poet’s feelings on the subject 

 

3. MOOD:  State of mind or feeling created in the reader by the poem 
- created by… 
- words and phrases 
- situation 
- subject matter 

 

4. THEME:  the central idea or message of poem 
- Thematic statement is the general point about some aspect of life or human condition expressed 

by the poet. 
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Poetry Terms 
 
 
    – the repetition of the same first sound in a group of words (minimum of two words) 
     Example:  Fat flies fly farther and faster. 
 
     – making an indirect reference to something known to society 
 
     – an address to an absent or imaginary person 
 
     – the repetition of similar vowel sounds in words close by each other  
     (minimum of two words)       
     Example:  I like to eat shakes and steaks by the lake. 
 
     – harsh or unmusical sounding language 
 
     – an added meaning that suggests something positive or negative,  
     what comes to mind 
     Example:  cake = yum, candles, birthday, chocolate 
 
     – the repetition of similar consonant sounds within words 
     Example:  The fish flipped and jumped and stopped dead. 
 
     – the most specific or direct meaning of a word 
 
     – harmonious sounding language 
 
     – poetry that does not have a regular, metrical, pattern.  It does not rhyme 
 
     – is heightened, imaginative language (all of the terms) 
 
     – an extreme exaggeration 
 
     – a technique that poets use to describe and appeal to the senses, words 
     that create pictures in the mind 
 
     – when the outcome is different from what was expected 
 
     – a comparison between two things, saying something is something else 
     Example:  His arms were tree trunks. 
 
     – The measured arrangement of words in poetry 
 
     – one word or phrase is substituted for another with which it is closely associated 

    Example:  Washington for the United States government 
 

     – sound effect words 
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     Example:  woof, meow, pow 
 
     – when non-human things (animals, objects or ideas) are described as if  
     they were human 
     Example:  The birds sang.  The wind howled. 
 
     – the repetition of sound in different words, especially at the end of lines.   
     A main technique used in poetry 
 
     – the pattern of end rhymes used in a poem (abba, cddc) 
 
     – the arrangement of beats in a line of poetry 
 
     – a comparison using like or as 
     Example:  Her teeth were like kernels of corn. 
 
     – the groups of lines in poetry, the paragraphs in poetry 
 
     – using something to represent an idea (symbolism = using symbols) 
     Example:   Maple leaf = Canada 
       Heart = love 
       Dove = peace 
       Cross = God, church, religion 
 
     –a part is used for the whole (as hand for sailor), the whole for a part (as 
the law for police officer), the specific for the general (as cutthroat for assassin), the general for the specific 
(as thief for pickpocket), or the material for the thing made from it (as steel for sword). 
 
     – the general atmosphere in a piece of writing 
 
     – a lack of emphasis in expression 
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TPCAST 
 

Step 1 =  Read the poem at least two times (out loud and to yourself) 
 
Step 2 = Analyze the poem by doing the following: 
(All responses must be in complete sentences except for the “Connotations Section”) 
 
T = Title 

• What does the title suggest the poem will be about?   
• Why do you think that the author chose this title? 

 
P = Paraphrase 

• Go over what the poem means, stanza by stanza (paragraph by paragraph) try to figure out what 
each one means. (Don’t write this out.) 

• In a couple of complete sentences, summarize what this poem is about. 
 
C = Connotations 

• What kind of figurative language can you find?  Look for any of the terms you took notes on.  Write 
the term and the example from the poem (metaphors, similes, personification, imagery – check 
your notes for these) 

• Why do you think that the author chose to set up the poem the way that he/she did?  Describe the 
architecture. (How did the author arrange the words and lines on the page?  Does it represent 
anything?) 

 
A = Attitude (of the writer) 

• What is the speaker’s tone (the attitude that he or she is writing with)? 
• Is the speaker directly involved in the poem or is he/she distant? 
• What kind of language does the writer use?  (Describe and use examples) 

 
S = Shift 

• Is there a change by the end of the poem, or a difference between how the poem started and how 
it ended? (If no, move onto the theme category). 

• What was/were the turning point(s) in the poem? 
• Is there an answer given to any of the problems? 
 

T = Theme 
• Please sum up the poem’s theme in one sentence.  This sentence is the advice about life that 

the writer would give. 
 
 

Other things to think about and describe for bonus marks: 
• What is the mood of the poem? 
• Does the poet’s name ring a bell?  What do you know about him/her? 
• Do you know anything about the time period of this poem?  Do you think it had an effect on the poem? 
 


